CHROME OS ZERO-TOUCH ENROLLMENT

Ready-to-Use Enterprise Chromebooks for Distributed Teams

As organizations help their people adapt to new ‘work from anywhere’ models, many IT teams are learning just how prepared (or unprepared) they are for the transition. With entire workforces now offsite, IT must confront getting the right devices to employees, securing endpoints, surfacing new cloud-based tools, managing overburdened help desks, and much more.

More than 80% of knowledge workers are now working from home¹

64% of IT decision makers say Enterprise IT is more complex compared with 2 years ago²
Seamless Deployment for Enterprise Chromebooks

Zero-touch enrollments from Lenovo and Google allow remote deployment and auto-enrollment of Chromebooks. Pre-registered by Lenovo, devices ship directly to your users - ready for use with minimal IT assistance.

Pre-Registered by Experts
Lenovo pre-registers Chromebooks to enroll automatically in your domain once in the hand of end users.

Drop-Shipped to Employees Anywhere
No matter where your employees work, Lenovo ensures devices get where they need to be.

Built with Security in Mind
Zero-touch enrollments feature hardware-backed attestation to prevent spoofing attacks. In addition, the system is identified to only work in the company’s domain rendering the system unusable in the event of a lost system.

Easy Enrollment & Ready to Go
End users simply connect to the internet, the system announces itself to the Google Cloud and the current settings, policies, applications and certificates set by your company are automatically downloaded to the end user’s system while they are logging in. This way any changes your IT department has implemented after the order has been placed will be updated during the deployment.

Smarter ‘Work from Anywhere’ Solutions.
Speak with Your Lenovo Representative Today.